There is evidence that humans implicitly learn an average or prototype of previously studied faces, as the unseen face prototype is falsely recognized as having been learned (Solso & McCarthy, 1981) . Here we investigated the extent and nature of face prototype formation where observers' memory was tested after they studied synthetic faces defined purely in geometric terms in a multidimensional face space. We found a strong prototype effect: The basic results showed that the unseen prototype averaged from the studied faces was falsely identified as learned at a rate of 86.3%, whereas individual studied faces were identified correctly 66.3% of the time and the distractors were incorrectly identified as having been learned only 32.4% of the time. This prototype learning lasted at least 1 week. Face prototype learning occurred even when the studied faces were further from the unseen prototype than the median variation in the population. Prototype memory formation was evident in addition to memory formation of studied face exemplars as demonstrated in our models. Additional studies showed that the prototype effect can be generalized across viewpoints, and head shape and internal features separately contribute to prototype formation. Thus, implicit face prototype extraction in a multidimensional space is a very general aspect of geometric face learning.
Introduction
Humans have powerful ability to discriminate and remember a large number of faces. How are faces effectively represented in the brain to support this ability? The same basic geometry of individual faces puts enormous computational constraints on how faces should be encoded. An effective face representation should make use of the subtle differences among faces for face discrimination, and at the same time take advantage of the similar geometry such that individual faces can be systematically related to each other for comparisons. This allows flexibility of the representation such that new faces can be encoded. Solso and McCarthy (1981) first described the idea of prototype formation of seen faces to explain how different faces are encoded relative to each other in forming a useful face representation. By asking observers to remember a set of line-drawn Identikit faces with different combinations of facial features such as hair, eyes, mouth, they found that observers falsely recognized an unseen prototype face containing features most frequently presented in the seen faces. This false recognition rate was even higher than the correct identification rate of the seen faces. The prototype effect has since been replicated in a more realistic setting, where a prototype was constructed by averaging stimuli modified from face photographs (Bruce et al., 1991 (Bruce et al., , 2002 Busey & Tunnicliff, 1999; Cabeza & Kato, 2000; Cabeza et al., 1999; De Fockert & Wolfenstein, 2009; Haberman & Whitney, 2009; Homa et al., 2001; Wallis et al., 2008; Zaki & Nosofsky, 2001) . There is evidence that the capability of face prototype formation starts as early as infancy (De Haan et al., 2001; Walton & Bower, 1993) . A possible explanation for the prototype effect is that, like other classes of stimuli (notably, Ariely, 2001 ; on circles of various sizes), individual faces are encoded based on statistics of their features relative to other faces. Based on the observer's experience of faces, a prototype face is extracted implicitly as a form of summary statistic or the average of the seen faces, so other faces can be encoded relative to this prototype in a neural face space (Valentine, 1991) specifying facial features crucial for recognition. The prototype formed in memory thus underlies its false recognition. This ''norm-based'' face code makes discrimination particularly easy by merely analyzing differences within the face space, and it is arguably more compact than separately encoding often-overlapping features of every single face.
Previous attempts have been made to examine the nature of face prototype formation, notably the extent of the physical differences among faces from which a prototype can be formed. By morphing landmarks of face photographs to generate a prototype face, Cabeza et al. (1999) found a generally strong prototype effect, although the false recognition rate of the unseen prototype dropped slightly as the studied faces grew more dissimilar. Their general finding has been confirmed by Wallis et al. (2008) , although the prototype face stimuli were generated by blending regions of faces rather than morphing face landmarks. The problem of these morphing or blending techniques, as pointed out by Busey (1998) , is that the morphed faces would appear more typical (and even younger) than individual faces. There is the possibility that the prototype face is falsely recognized merely due to its typicality rather than being extracted from faces remembered in the experiment. In other words, false recognition of the prototype face could be based on the observer's daily experience rather than experimental manipulations.
In the current study, we examined the nature of face prototype formation in three experiments and by modelling. In particular, we tested the hypothesis that the face prototype was formed in memory in addition to seen face exemplars (see Section 6). To better study this question, we used synthetic faces ( Fig. 1 ; Wilson, Loffler, & Wilkinson, 2002) , which are schematic faces based on 37 measurements from face photographs capturing information such as the head shape, hairline, and shapes and locations of eyes, nose, mouth, etc. The advantage of using synthetic faces is that identifying geometric features of faces are adequately captured (Loffler et al., 2005) , while synthetic faces are not directly encountered in the real world. Thus, any false recognition of a synthetic face prototype, which has never been seen before in real life, can be ensured to be an experimental effect. In addition, synthetic faces allow parametric manipulations of the geometric features. Faces in terms of their geometric features are defined in a face space, making it particularly easy to control for the features of the faces to be studied, and thus the features of the prototype. The geometric differences between faces are quantified as distance measurements in the face space. The extent of the prototype effect can now be systematically studied.
In Experiment 1, we measured the extent of the (basic) face prototype effect in two issues of interest: (1) how geometric variations among studied faces would affect prototype formation, and (2) whether prototype extraction would really be based on experience, rather than typicality of the prototype face itself. Observers were first asked to study a set of synthetic faces, and then they were administered a face memory test to evaluate whether the unseen synthetic face prototype, which was the average of the studied faces, was falsely recognized. The studied faces were scaled to be equidistant (i.e., having the same geometric variations) from the prototype, so we could systematically investigate the effect of geometric variations of faces based on distance manipulations. To study the effect of prototype typicality, we examined the possibility of forming a non-typical face prototype, which was highly distinct from a typical face prototype (i.e., the mean face of the population). Using synthetic faces, the formation of a non-typical face prototype was investigated by simply generating a set of faces that average to one highly distinct from the mean face.
In Experiment 2, we investigated whether the prototype effect of synthetic faces can be generalized across viewpoints; specifically, whether a learned prototype (such as one from Experiment 1) is still recognized when displayed at a different viewpoint. While it is generally agreed that a face representation is viewpoint-specific (e.g., Bruce, Valentine, & Baddeley, 1987; Bülthoff & Edelman, 1992; Cabeza et al., 1999; Fang & He, 2005; Lee, Matsumiya, & Wilson, 2006) , it is largely unknown how such representation leads to viewpoint invariance in face recognition. This process could be achieved potentially through formation of a viewpoint-invariant face prototype.
Finally, in Experiment 3, we investigated how different parts of faces separately contribute to prototype formation. In particular, prototype extraction using either internal features (geometric information of eyes, nose, mouth) or head shape (head and hair outline) alone was studied by learning composite faces in which one part of the face was varied but the other part was unchanged. It has been suggested that the use of internal features predominates over head shape in face recognition for learned faces (Ellis, Shepherd, & Davies, 1979; Young et al., 1985) , although facesensitive brain areas are generally responsive to both internal features and head shapes in face recognition (Andrews et al., 2010; Nichols, Betts, & Wilson, 2010) . It is thus important to evaluate whether internal features are more involved in face prototype formation than is head shape.
General methods

Apparatus
The stimuli were displayed on an iMac computer using MATLAB version 5.2, at a frame rate of 75 Hz, with a spatial resolution of 1024 Â 768 pixels and a grey scale of 8 bits/pixel. Observers viewed the screen binocularly at a distance of 1.31 m in a dimly lit observation room, such that the screen subtended 12.1°Â 9.16°, and each square pixel had a width of 43.3 arcsec. Prior to testing, the monitor was gamma corrected and a custom written MATLAB script was used to generate look-up tables containing interpolated inversegamma values. The mean luminance after gamma correction was 47.6 cd/m 2 .
Stimuli
Stimuli were synthetic faces (Wilson, Loffler, & Wilkinson, 2002) designed for quantitative studies of face perception by capturing the most salient geometric features contained in individual human faces. The face database was created by taking digital photographs of 41 male and 40 female Caucasian faces posed in both
Front views Side views Fig. 1 . Generation of synthetic faces. (a and c) A total of 37 measurements, denoted here as white spots, were digitized to indicate the head shape, inner hair line, and internal facial features contained in each face photograph. These measurements were made on separate photographs capturing (a) the front view, and (c) the 20°side view, of the same face identity. The measurements of head and hair outlines were made along the radial lines centred at the bridge of the nose. (b and d) Synthetic faces derived from measurements in (a) and (c) respectively, at the two corresponding views.
frontal and 20°right side views. From these face photographs, 37 measurements of geometric information were digitized, including head shape, hairline, and feature locations (Fig. 1) . Synthetic faces were bandpass filtered using a radially symmetric difference-ofGaussians filter (peak frequency: 3.08 cpd, bandwidth: 2.0 octaves at half amplitude). This peak frequency (10.0 cycles per face width on average) has been shown to be optimal for face discrimination (Gold, Bennett, & Sekuler, 1999; Näsänen, 1999) . Synthetic faces have been shown to effectively capture major geometric information that individuates faces, and different viewpoints of the same individual can be accurately matched (Habak, Wilkinson, & Wilson, 2008; Lee, Matsumiya, & Wilson, 2006; Wilson, Loffler, & Wilkinson, 2002) . The mean face of each sex and view was constructed by averaging the 37 measurements from the population of faces of that sex and view. A synthetic face stimulus measured approximately 3.25°wide by 4.49°tall. For further details, see Wilson, Loffler, and Wilkinson (2002) . To generate novel faces for the prototype learning experiments, a face space was defined by a four-dimensional (4D) synthetic face cube ( Fig. 3) with the origin specified as either the mean face of the population or a face chosen randomly from the database (Wilson, Loffler, & Wilkinson, 2002) . Within a face space, the origin face and the four individual faces were chosen to belong always to the same sex and view. A face cube was generated in the following steps ( Fig. 2; see Wilson, Loffler, & Wilkinson, 2002 for more details). First, four faces were selected randomly from the database. Second, the 37-dimensional vector representing the origin face was subtracted from each of the vectors representing the four faces, resulting in a difference vector that described the amount of the face's geometric variation from the origin face. Third, the four difference vectors were orthogonalized together by the Gram-Schmidt process (Diamantaras & Kung, 1996) . Fourth, faces were all scaled to lie at the same pre-specified distance (e.g., 10% variation relative to mean head radius) apart from the origin face. These operations produced four novel faces orthogonal to each other and equidistant from the origin face. Additionally, the difference vectors of the four novel faces were each multiplied by À1, resulting in four anti-faces (Blanz et al., 2000; Leopold et al., 2001 ) that lie along the same four orthogonal axes but in opposite directions from the origin face. These anti-faces thus possessed the opposite identities and were equidistant (e.g., À10%) from the origin face. Together, eight faces along with the origin face were generated along four orthogonal axes within a face space. The entire procedure ensured that the faces generated were highly distinct from one another and had the same absolute geometric distance relative to the origin face. Fig. 2 . Generation of a 20% synthetic face cube. Four dimensions were used in the experiments but only two dimensions are demonstrated here for clarity. Face O defines the origin of the coordinates and here it is the male mean face posed in the front view. Faces S1 and S2 were directly constructed in the process illustrated in Fig. 1 , and provide the basis for generating Faces A1 and A2 that define the two orthogonal axes. Face A1 is scaled from S1 (17% variation from O) to lie at a distance of 20% head variation apart from O. Face A2 is generated by making S2 orthogonal to A1's axis through the Gram-Schmidt process, and is then scaled to 20% variation from O as well. Faces N1 and N2 are the anti-faces of A1 and A2 respectively, lying on the opposite sides of the axes. The entire face cube is shown in Fig. 3. A total of 17 faces (Fig. 3) were used for an experiment. These faces were constructed from two separate 4D face cubes that shared the same origin face and belonged to the same sex and view (8 faces/face cube Â 2 face cubes + origin face = 17 faces). No synthetic face from one face cube was reused in the generation of the other face cube, ensuring that the two face cubes were highly distinct from one another. The common origin face served as the unseen ''prototype face'' displayed in the face memory test. Among the 16 non-origin faces, four faces and their respective anti-faces, totalling eight faces (''studied faces''), were chosen for face learning, and the remaining four face/anti-face pairs served as the eight ''distractor faces'' for the face memory test. Thus, the studied and distractor faces shared the same prototype face as the origin.
Procedure
The experiment consisted of two sessions: (1) face learning, followed by (2) a face memory test. During face learning, observers were instructed to remember eight different faces that they were told would later appear in the memory test among other new faces. These eight ''studied faces'' were generated using the method described in Section 2.2. Observers did not have prior exposure to synthetic faces before conducting this experiment. During the learning session, the faces were presented for 10.0 s successively in random order, in three blocks. Between each block observers were notified that the same eight faces would be displayed again in the same order as before, and then observers were instructed to initiate the next sequence by clicking a mouse. By the end of the learning session, each face had been viewed for a total of 30.0 s. Pilot experiments indicated that such experimental design optimized face learning, and the identical order in displaying the eight faces in the three blocks did not result in enhanced memory of particular faces. Observers were told to keep their heads still on a chin rest, but were free to move their eyes about the image.
Immediately after face learning, observers performed a face memory test to discriminate new faces from those just studied. A set of 17 test faces (Fig. 3 ) generated by the method described in Section 2.2 were used. They included three categories: (1) eight faces just studied in face learning (''studied faces''), (2) eight faces never before displayed to the observers (''distractor faces''), and (3) the prototype at the origin of the face space that is defined as the average of the eight studied faces (''prototype face''). Importantly, the prototype face had never been displayed to the observers prior to the memory test. Also, they did not know that the prototype face would be displayed, nor did they have any knowledge of how these 17 faces were generated. All they were told was that their memory of the previously studied faces would be tested, and that both studied and non-studied faces would be displayed. During the memory test, all 17 test faces were displayed consecutively in six blocks, totalling 102 discrimination trials. The temporal order of displaying the 17 faces was randomized independently within each block, so as to make it impossible to identify faces from the order of face presentation. As each face was presented only once in each block, any potential (and unwanted) face learning during the course of the memory test could be examined (see Results of Experiment 1-3).
On each of the 102 memory test trials, a face was displayed centrally for 240 ms following a 667-ms central fixation. Observers were told to maintain central fixation when the face was flashed. A screen showing the words ''Old'' and ''New'' was displayed after the face was presented. Observers were instructed to mouse click ''Old'' if they considered the previously presented face to have been learned, or ''New'' if they considered it novel. Observers then initiated the next trial by a mouse click. No feedback was provided concerning the correctness of their responses. At the end of the experiment, the proportions of ''Old'' responses for the three types of test faces (prototype, studied and distractor) were each computed, indicating observers' likelihood to identify these test faces as being learned. The whole experiment (face learning and memory test) lasted for approximately 15 min.
Experiment 1: Extent of the basic prototype effect
Methods
Three types of face cubes were used in this experiment, all generated following the principles described in Section 2.2. The first two types were mean face cubes where the mean face of the population served as the prototype. For the first type of face cube, the remaining 16 faces (eight studied faces and eight distractor faces) were all scaled to lie at a distance of 10% away from the prototype. For the second type of face cube, the scaled distance was 20%. Note that in the original face database, the median distance from the mean face is 17.5% and most face distances fall in the 10-20% range. Also, 10% and 20% distances were chosen to ensure high discriminability between faces based on the average discrimination thresholds of 5.1% and 6.2% (from the mean face) respectively for mean The eight studied faces are four face/anti-face pairs along four axes (shown here in different colours) with the unseen prototype as the origin. In this example, the unseen prototype is the population mean of the male face space in the frontal view. Prototypes of another sex and viewpoint were also used in the experiments. Here, the face/anti-face pairs are all scaled to have a distance of 20% head variation apart from the mean (anti-faces as À20% faces), ensuring that all faces are highly distinct from each other, and from the unseen prototype. (b) The eight novel distractor faces for the face memory test. They are defined along four new axes intersecting at the prototype identical to the one used for studied faces. Importantly, these distractor faces are highly distinct from each other, from the studied faces and from the unseen prototype.
face cubes in front views and side views (Wilson, Loffler, & Wilkinson, 2002) . As a 4D face cube had four orthogonal axes, any two 10% faces from within the same face cube were separated by a highly distinctive distance of ð10% Â ffiffiffi 2 p Þ ¼ 14:1% (28.2% for 20% faces), and any 10% face/anti-face pair was 20% apart (40% for 20% faces).
To consider the effect of face typicality in prototype formation, we sought to understand whether learning a non-mean face prototype differed from learning a mean face prototype. We therefore constructed the third type of face cube centred at a non-mean face generated by scaling an arbitrary face to 17% away from the mean face of the population (approximately three times the average discrimination threshold; see Wilson, Loffler, & Wilkinson, 2002) . The remaining 16 faces were all scaled to be 15% apart from the nonmean prototype such that the distance was 2.1 times and 1.6 times threshold respectively for comparable front-view and side-view non-mean face cubes (Wilson, Loffler, & Wilkinson, 2002) .
For each type of face cube, four experiments were conducted each containing a separate set of faces of a particular sex and view (male/front, male/side, female/front, or female/side). Each experiment was conducted separately using the same procedure specified in Section 2.3. To prevent faces in one experiment from confusing those in another, non-overlapping sets of faces were chosen for different experiments such that any particular face was drawn only once from the database for face cube generation. Observers were also explicitly told that each experiment had a separate set of faces so that they should not use faces learned in one experiment to perform the memory test in another.
A total of 16 observers, who had no prior exposure to synthetic faces, were separated into two groups. The first group of eight observers ran all four experiments involving only the 20% mean face cube, in a randomized order. The second group of eight observers participated in eight experiments including four experiments on the 10% mean face cube and four experiments on the non-mean face cube. The order of presenting these two types of face cube was counterbalanced to prevent any potential order effects. The face learning sessions on the two types of face cube were separated by at least 10 days.
To examine whether the prototype effect persisted, we repeated the face memory tests on the same observers approximately 1 week (7.0 ± 0.3 days) after initial face learning. This time only the face memory test was conducted without the face learning session, so observers were asked to rely on their memory to perform this retest. Note that following the immediate test session, observers were asked not to think about these faces anymore, and they did not know that they would perform the re-test a week later. These measures were intended to prevent observers from trying too hard to remember the faces in order to score well in the 1-week re-test.
Results
For each face memory test, we computed the proportions of ''Old'' responses separately for the unseen prototype, studied, and distractor faces, indicating how likely these three types of test faces were identified as having been learned. First, we examined whether these proportions changed as observers were exposed to the same test faces over six blocks in the memory test (see Procedure in Section 2.3). In other words, we tested whether potential learning of the novel distractor faces occurred as a result of repeated exposure. Table 1 clearly shows that the proportions did not change significantly over the six blocks. This is confirmed by a mixed-model repeated measures ANOVA on the proportions having four within-subjects factors (two levels of time lapse between face learning and memory test, four levels of sex/view condition, three levels of test face type, and six levels of block) and one between-subjects factor (three levels of face cube condition). There were two significant main effects, including time lapse, F(1, 20) = 5.53, p < .03, and test face type, F(1, 20) = 121.74, p < .001. The two-way interaction between time lapse and test face type was significant, F(1, 20) = 22.73, p < .001. The three-way interaction among sex/view condition, test face type, and face cube condition was also significant, F(2, 20) = 4.23, p < .03. All other main effects and interactions were not significant, p > .05. Notably, all terms involving block were not significant, implying no learning of distractor faces throughout the memory test. Thus, results were combined over blocks in later analyses.
The proportions averaged across blocks were subjected to a new mixed-model repeated measures ANOVA having three within-subjects factors (time lapse, sex/view condition, and test face type) and one between-subjects factor (face cube condition). The within-subjects main effect of test face type was significant, F(1, 20) = 121.7, p < .01, so was time lapse, F(1, 20) = 5.53, p < .03, but sex/view condition was not significant, F(1, 20) = 0.71, p = .41. The between-subjects main effect of face cube condition was not significant, F(2, 20) = 0.75, p = .49. The interaction effects were not significant (p > .05), except the two-way interaction effect of time lapse and test face type, F(1, 20) = 22.7, p < .01, and the three-way interaction effect of sex/view condition, test face type, and face cube condition, F(2, 20) = 4.23, p < .03. Post hoc pairwise comparisons showed significant differences (p < .001 for each comparison) among the proportions for the prototype, studied, and distractor faces, indicating significant prototype and learning effects. Fig. 4 shows the results averaged over observers and sex/view conditions. Averaging over results from the three face cube conditions for the memory tests performed immediately after face learning, the three types of faces were identified as learned 86.3%, 66.3%, and 32.4% of the time respectively. The proportion of falsely recognizing the prototype was extremely high, especially considering that the prototype was never viewed before. In fact, this false recognition rate was significantly greater than that for the unseen distractor faces (p < .001), strong evidence that observers implicitly formed a memory of the prototype face through averaging the studied faces. A strong face learning effect was also evident, as the studied faces were recognized significantly more frequently than the unseen distractor faces (p < .001). Interestingly, our results support the notion of a better recognized prototype face than individual studied faces from which the prototype was implicitly averaged (i.e., Level II prototype effect described by Wallis et al. (2008) ; see also De Fockert & Wolfenstein, 2009; Solso & McCarthy, 1981) , as the unseen prototype face was recognized significantly more frequently than the studied faces (p < .001). This finding will be further considered in Section 7.
We also showed that the strong prototype and learning effects persisted generally for at least a week. Approximately 1 week after face learning, the average proportions for the prototype, studied, and distractor faces were slightly but significantly changed: 80.1%, 53.6%, and 39.5%, respectively.
The results robustly indicate a strong face prototype effect. Interestingly, the effect was very consistent among the three types of face cubes we used, as shown by the non-significant main effect of face cube condition. (Although the three-way interaction effect of sex/view condition, test face type, and face cube condition was significant, no significant differences were found among results of the three face cube conditions in all but one post hoc multiple comparison.) The similar results of using the 10% and 20% mean face cubes suggest that a face prototype can be extracted despite a considerable range of geometric variations, considering the median population variation of 17.5%. In addition, the comparable results of using the non-mean face cube imply that both typical and non-typical face prototypes can be formed. We shall later show that these results support a model in which a face prototype is learned (Section 6).
Experiment 2:
Cross-view prototype effect
Methods
We investigated whether the prototype effect could be generalized across face viewpoints; in particular, whether the unseen prototype would be formed by learning faces of another common viewpoint. Unless otherwise described below, the method was the same as in Experiment 1. To examine this cross-view prototype effect, observers were asked to learn faces of a common viewpoint and then their memory was tested with the same studied faces, along with the unseen prototype and distractor faces, displayed in another viewpoint. A 20°difference between the learning and testing views was chosen such that the two face views were represented by separate groups of neurons with a viewpoint bandwidth of ±10° (Anderson & Wilson, 2005; Lee, Matsumiya, & Wilson, 2006) . We recruited 24 observers each assigned to only one of the three face cube conditions: 10% mean face cube, 20% mean face cube, and non-mean face cube, such that eight observers participated in a condition. All observers had no prior exposure to synthetic faces and were different from those who participated in Experiment 1.
For each type of face cube, separate male and female face sets were created, resulting in four experiments: (1) learning front-view male faces and testing with side-view male faces Fig. 4 . Results for Experiment 1: the face memory test (a) conducted immediately, and (b) re-tested 1 week, after face learning. The plots show the proportions that the unseen prototype face, previously studied faces, and novel distractor faces were identified as learned. Here we separately tested three different sets of faces: (1) the 10% mean face cube, (2) the 20% mean face cube (as exemplified in Fig. 3) , and (3) the non-mean face cube. Clearly, the unseen prototype was falsely identified as learned, and the effect remained stable for 1 week. The error bar denotes ±1 SEM. Each mean and SEM is averaged across all observers and four sex/view conditions.
Front views
Side views Prototype Studied Distractor Fig. 5 . Sample stimuli from a 20% mean face cube condition in Experiment 2. This figure shows the matching front and side views of the prototype face (average male face here), an example each of studied and distractor faces. Non-mean face prototypes were used in other conditions of this experiment.
(male/learn-front-test-side), (2) learning side-view male faces and testing with front-view male faces (male/learn-side-test-front), (3) learning front-view female faces and testing with side-view female faces (female/learn-front-test-side), (4) learning side-view female faces and testing with front-view female faces (female/learnside-test-front). Two sets of faces matched in identities, one posed in the front view and the other in the side view, were generated separately for each sex. Examples of matching faces are shown in Fig. 5 . In the original database, the two views of a synthetic face were generated from separate photographs (Fig. 1) . The synthetic faces following manipulation we used (Section 2.2) were shown to be matched accurately across 20°viewpoint difference (Lee, Matsumiya, & Wilson, 2006 ; see Section 7). An observer was asked to perform only two experiments (out of the four) including one experiment on male faces and another on female faces, so for each sex only one particular view was chosen for learning and another view for memory testing. The observers were assigned to run different combinations of experiments such that each of the four experiments was performed by exactly four observers.
Results
We verified that the proportions of ''Old'' responses did not vary significantly (p = .44) throughout the memory test, using a similar method described in Experiment 1 (Section 3.2). These proportions were combined over blocks and then subjected to a mixed-model repeated measures ANOVA having three levels of face cube condition (10% mean face cube, 20% mean face cube, non-mean face cube) and four levels of sex/view condition (male/learn-fronttest-side, male/learn-side-test-front, female/learn-front-test-side, female/learn-side-test-front) as between-subjects factors, and three levels of test face type (prototype, studied, distractor) as a within-subjects factor. Only the main effect of test face type was significant, F(1, 36) = 53.3, p < .001. The main effects of face cube condition and sex/view condition were not significant, F(2, 36) = 0.22, p = .80, F(3, 36) = 0.13, p = .94, respectively. None of the interaction effects were significant (p > .36). Similar to Experiment 1, the prototype and learning effects were observed from post hoc pairwise comparisons showing significant differences (p < .001 for each comparison) among the proportions for the prototype, studied, and distractor faces. Fig. 6 shows the proportions of ''Old'' responses averaged over observers and sex/view conditions. For the 10% mean face cube, the unseen prototype, studied and distractor faces were identified as learned at average rates of 82.3%, 46.5%, and 45.4% respectively. The respective average rates were 79.2%, 59.6%, and 45.1% for the 20% mean face cube, and 80.2%, 54.0%, and 41.7% for the non-mean face cube. Two major observations are relevant here. First, the prototype effect can be generalized across front and side views, as the unseen prototype was falsely recognized significantly more often than the also unseen distractor faces (p < .001). Second, the prototype advantage was observed, as the prototype was identified significantly more often than the studied faces (p < .001). Third, the learning effect was generalized across viewpoints, as the studied faces were identified significantly more frequently than distractor faces (p < .001). However, such learning effect was weaker than when face views were unchanged in Experiment 1. In fact, the learning effect for the 10% mean face cube alone was negligible despite an overall significant effect when all face cube conditions were considered. The implications will be considered in Section 7.
Experiment 3: Prototype formation of internal features and head shapes
Methods
We investigated how face prototype formation depends on two different parts of faces (Fig. 7) ; namely, (1) internal features (geometric information of the eyes, nose, and mouth), and (2) head shape (head and hair outline). Initial generation of the face stimuli was the same as that used to create the 20% mean face cube in Fig. 6 . Results for Experiment 2: Face prototype learning across viewpoints, for (1) the 10% mean face cube, (2) the 20% mean face cube, and (3) the non-mean face cube, in separate experiments. The memory test was conducted immediately after face learning, where faces in the memory test were rotated 20°from the view used in face learning (see Fig. 5 ). The results clearly show that the face prototype effect is generalized across viewpoints. The error bar denotes ±1 SEM. Each mean and SEM is averaged over all observers and four sex/view conditions (male/learn-front-testside, male/learn-side-test-front, female/learn-front-test-side, female/learn-sidetest-front). Experiment 1, where 16 studied and distractor faces individualized with all facial features were each scaled to be 20% apart from the mean face prototype of the same sex and view. As in Experiment 1, four sets of faces of different sex/view combinations were created, including: (1) male/front, (2) male/side, (3) female/front, and (4) female/side. These faces were then modified in the following procedure. To examine prototype extraction of internal features, the head shapes of the 16 faces were all replaced by those of their prototype (Fig. 7a) . This change resulted in 16 composite faces that differed only by internal features but with head shapes identical to the prototype. Thus, the only facial features available for averaging were the internal features of the 16 composite faces. Before modification, the original faces were each scaled to be 20% distant from the prototype. After modification, these distances were changed and they differed among the modified faces. The four sets of faces (each used in a separate experiment) had a mean distance of 12.9% from their respective prototype faces. Distances between any two faces averaged 18.7% within a particular set. Similarly, prototype extraction of head shapes was examined by modifying the 16 faces such that they differed only in their head shapes but with the same prototype internal features (Fig. 7b) . The resulting four sets of faces had a mean distance of 14.6% from their respective prototype faces, and distances between any two faces averaged 21.1% within a set.
Eight observers participated in Experiment 3. They had no previous exposure to synthetic faces nor did they participate in the previous two experiments. Each observer participated in two experiments, one on prototype formation based on internal features, another on head shapes. When faces of a particular sex and view (e.g., male/front) were chosen for one experiment, faces of the other sex and view (e.g., female/side) were displayed in the other experiment. As there were eight experiments in total (four for each face part), observers were assigned to different combinations of experiments such that each experiment was performed by exactly two observers.
Results
As in Experiments 1 and 2, the proportions of ''Old'' responses did not change significantly (p = .22) throughout the memory test and were thus combined over blocks for analysis. The proportions averaged over all observers and sex/view conditions are plotted in Fig. 8 . For prototype formation of internal features, the three types of faces (prototype, studied, distractor) were identified as learned at average rates of 68.8%, 58.9%, and 29.9% respectively. For head shapes, the proportions were 64.6%, 59.1%, and 21.6% respectively. The results generally showed that internal features and head shapes both contributed to prototype formation, as the prototype face was extracted after learning faces individualized by either part of the face alone. In addition, individual studied faces were well remembered.
We conducted a mixed-model repeated measures ANOVA on the proportions having two levels of face part (internal features, head shape) and four levels of sex/view condition (male/front, male/side, female/front, female/side) as between-subjects factors, and three levels of test face type (prototype, studied, distractor) as a within-subjects factor. Only the main effect of test face type was significant, F(1, 8) = 35.6, p < .001, but not sex/view condition, F(3, 8) = 0.99, p = .45, nor face part, F(1, 8) = 0.61, p = .46. The twoway interaction of test face type and sex/view condition was significant, F(3, 8) = 4.67, p < .04, as well as the interaction of sex/view condition and face part, F(3, 8) = 8.36, p < .01. The two-way interaction of test face type and face part was not significant, F(1, 8) = 0.35, p = .57, and the three-way interaction effect was non-significant, F(3, 8) = 1.48, p = .29. The significant interactions originated from two observers showing only a learning effect of the studied faces but not the prototype effect in the head shape, female/front condition (see Section 7). Post hoc Tukey's pairwise comparisons showed that both prototype and studied faces were identified significantly more than distractor faces, p < .001, but no significant differences were found between proportions for prototype and studied faces, p = .22.
Modelling
To interpret our data, we asked whether learning a prototype only, learning exemplars only, or a mixed prototype plus exemplar learning model provided the best explanation. A key observation is that the studied faces and distractors all lay at the same distance from the prototype (i.e., the average), albeit in different orthogonal subspaces. This immediately excludes any model in which only a prototype is learned, as such a model would predict no difference in recognition performance between studied and distractor faces, while our data clearly demonstrate a significant difference. Indeed, any model of face learning implying that only prototypes are learned must predict that all faces, or at least all faces of a given sex and ethnicity (assuming multiple prototypes), must appear the same. This is obviously false.
This leaves an exemplar model (Ex) or a hybrid model incorporating both prototype and exemplar (P&E) learning. The key issue here is whether faces can be encoded relative to a cluster of stored exemplars without the necessity of a prototype abstracted from these exemplars (Valentine & Endo, 1992) . To evaluate these two possibilities, we developed a quantitative model based on contemporary versions of prototype (Minda & Smith, 2011) and exemplar (Nosofsky, 2011) learning models. These models predict that familiarity of a test face, operationalized as the probability of reporting it as having been seen, is a function of the summed memory strengths based on similarities between the test face and all faces in memory. Such similarities can be expressed in terms of distances between faces in the synthetic face space (Wilson, Loffler, & Wilkinson, 2002) , such that a shorter distance indicates a higher similarity and memory strength. Our experiments included eight studied faces, each of which was at a fixed distance d from the unseen prototype. The studied faces were constructed to be on orthogonal axes, so six studied faces would all be at ffiffiffi 2 p d away from any given studied face, while the final one (an anti-face) would be at distance 2d. Finally, the distractor faces are at distance ffiffiffi 2 p d from the eight studied faces and at distance d from the prototype. With these observations and using PT to designate the mem- Fig. 8 . Results for Experiment 3: Prototype learning of internal features and head shapes. We conducted two separate conditions using two kinds of composite faces (see Fig. 7 ): (1) internal features varied among faces with the same head shape as the population mean (white bar), (2) head shape varied among faces with the same internal features as the population mean (grey bar). A memory test was conducted immediately after each face learning of these composite faces. The results show a prototype effect from using internal features or head shape alone. The error bar denotes ±1 SEM. Each mean and SEM is averaged across all observers and four sex/ view conditions. ory strength of the prototype relative to the exemplar memory traces, the relevant equations for the summed memory strengths are:
In these equations, P, S, and D are the summed memory strengths of the prototype, studied faces, and distractors respectively. k is the length constant determining the rate of memory trace decay with distance from a learned exemplar or prototype. k is equivalent to 1/c, where c is known as the sensitivity parameter used by traditional category theorists (Nosofsky, 2011) . A large k and/or a small d means that the faces in memory (i.e., the prototype and studied exemplars) contribute more strongly to the classification decision, as the summed memory strength is increased. For an exclusively exemplar model, PT = 0. These equations are essentially constructed in the same way as comparable models in the literature (Minda & Smith, 2011; Nosofsky, 2011) .
To convert these memory strengths to probabilities w that the observers will respond that they have seen the test face before, we adopted the Naka-Rushton function (Naka & Rushton, 1966) , which is commonly used in vision research:
In this equation x = P, S, or D from Eq. (1), and r is the semi-saturation constant, as w(r) = 0.5. Note that w(0) = 0, implying that a negligible memory trace will result in zero probability of responding that the face has been seen before. All model computations were conducted on an Apple iMac using Matlab.
To compare the P&E with the Ex model, each was first fit to the data from the immediate memory tests of Experiment 1 at distance d = 0.1 using a least mean squares minimization procedure. For Table 2 . Note that the P&E model suggests that the magnitude of the prototype memory trace averages about 3.8 times larger than the memory trace for any single exemplar.
Examination of Table 2 shows that the P&E model provided much better fits than the Ex model across the six data conditions. However, due to the nature of the models, P&E was fit using three parameters at each distance, while Ex was fit with only two. Formally, this is because the Ex model is nested within the P&E model. To test the statistical significance of this difference, we adopted a procedure suggested by an anonymous reviewer. First, we calculated G 2 log likelihood values as follows:
where O i is the observed frequency of responding that a face had been previously studied, and E i is the expected frequency for that condition and distance derived from the corresponding probability in Table 2 Thus, the P&E model produces a statistically vastly better fit to the data than the Ex model, which can be rejected. This is true despite the fact that an extra parameter was used in the P&E model fit. Our data therefore strongly support prototype plus exemplar learning and reject exclusively exemplar learning of our stimuli.
Discussion
Overall, the results from these three experiments and the modelling show conclusively that implicit face prototype formation can be produced by face geometry, specifically in our experiments, on a multidimensional synthetic face space by averaging the geometric features of studied face exemplars. We also show that face prototype extraction has a very flexible nature in three different ways. First, a face prototype can be extracted despite a range of geometric variations and prototype typicality (Experiment 1). Second, the extracted face prototype is generalizable across viewpoints, implying a three-dimensional representation of the stored prototype (Experiment 2). Third, a face prototype can be extracted using geometric information from two parts of a face; namely, internal features and head shape (Experiment 3). Additionally, we found that the prototype face and the studied faces can be stored for at least 1 week, indicating an extended period of such face memory. The hypothesis of prototype formation (in addition to exemplar learning) is further supported by our modelling results showing a significantly better fit to the data when the model assumes prototype memory formation (Table 2) . Prototype extraction is necessary to explain the observed stronger memory trace of the prototype than any studied exemplar. Together, these results support the notion that the prototype face serves a special role as the origin in a multidimensional face space (Blanz et al., 2000; Valentine, 1991; Wilson, Loffler, & Wilkinson, 2002) , where individual faces are encoded relative to the prototype.
The central role of the prototype in face recognition has been demonstrated also by face adaptation studies (Anderson & Wilson, 2005; Leopold et al., 2001; Rhodes & Jeffery, 2006) . While adapting to an anti-face distorts perception of test faces lying on an axis passing through both the anti-face and the prototype, such adaptation effects are largely diminished when the axis formed between a test face and an adapting anti-face does not pass through the prototype. These findings indicate that the prototype serves as a crucial reference point that possesses ''zero identity'' for the purpose of face discrimination, thus in mathematical terms as the origin in the face space. The salience of the prototype face is also illustrated by people's preference simply due to its averageness, as the prototype face is often regarded as more ''normal'' or ''attractive'' than the constituent faces from which it is averaged (Langlois & Roggman, 1990; MacLin & Webster, 2001; Rhodes et al., 2003) . The preference towards the prototype face is also reflected in enhanced neuronal sensitivity in monkey inferotemporal cortex (Leopold, Bondar, & Giese, 2006) . The current study provides convincing evidence that face prototype formation is truly shaped by experience. The prototype face was never seen before. Rather, it was formed by studying eight faces presented in a brief learning session and it was remembered for at least a week. While preserving the geometric information of faces, the use of synthetic face stimuli avoids the problem of a prototype already existing in memory prior to learning realistic face photographs, especially when the prototype is the mean face of a population. The implicit formation of a non-mean prototype we demonstrated showed particularly that the false memory was in no way due to experience from daily life. The malleable nature of the face prototype is also demonstrated by face adaptation, which produces a transient identity aftereffect that shifts the perceived prototype toward the adapted faces (Anderson & Wilson, 2005; Leopold et al., 2001; Rhodes & Jeffery, 2006) . Even observers' perception of normality or attractiveness of faces is biased towards the adapting direction (MacLin & Webster, 2001; Rhodes et al., 2003; Webster & MacLin, 1999) . It should be noted that the perceptual shift of the prototype is usually short-lived using the face adaptation paradigm, although a recent article (Carbon & Ditye, 2011) showed that the aftereffect could persist for up to a week for adaptation of celebrity faces. Their results are consistent with ours showing a sustained prototype effect for a week supporting the proposal that the face prototype is really stored in memory.
To examine the strength of synthetic face memory retention in Experiment 1, the data were fitted to a simple form of the memory retention model (Wickelgren, 1974 (Wickelgren, , 1975 :
where m represents the strength of the memory trace at t seconds after face learning (i.e., data from the 1-week re-test where t = 7 days or 604,800 s), m 0 represents the initial memory strength (i.e., data from the immediate memory test), u is the parameter determining the rate of decay, and p is the time constant determining the rate of interference. The memory trace strength of the prototype or studied face is determined in terms of d 0 :
where H is the proportion for the prototype or the studied faces, and D is the proportion for the distractor faces. Thus, the memory trace strengths m 0 of the prototype and the studied faces were 1.55 and 0.87 respectively immediately after face learning, and a week later the corresponding values m became 1.11 and 0.36. A good fit to the model resulted in u = 0.025 and p = 1.87 Â 10 À7 . These fitted parameter values agree well with those estimated from a meta-analysis of different memory studies using realistic faces (Deffenbacher et al., 2008) . Therefore, the memory decay of synthetic faces is similar to that of realistic faces at least for a week.
This set of experiments gives the first direct evidence that multiple face prototypes can be formed separately by studying different sets of faces each averaged to a distinct prototype. In particular, we demonstrated that face prototypes of males and females, posed at front or side view, were all extracted separately. In addition, mean and non-mean face prototypes were formed independently. Our results explain why prior studies on the face prototype effect arrived at similar conclusions despite using rather different faces for studying. It is possible that subcategories of faces (e.g., males and females) are encoded in different face spaces each centred at its own distinct prototype. Indeed, distinct face-sensitive neural populations according to sex, race, age, and even species have been suggested by subcategory-contingent opposing aftereffects, where two face subcategories are adapted simultaneously to feature distortions in opposite directions (e.g., compressed African faces and expanded European faces; see Short, Hatry, & Mondloch, 2011) . Even face prototypes of individuals (especially for familiar faces) can be formed by averaging different instances of the same person's face in order to form a more robust representation by removing superficial information of particular instances (e.g., variable texture information due to different lighting situations) not pertinent to face identification (Burton et al., 2005; Jenkins & Burton, 2008) . It would be interesting to understand how these multiple prototypes and their corresponding face spaces are related to each other; for example, whether an androgynous Asian prototype face is formed by averaging male and female Asian prototypes (though see Rhodes et al., 2011) . Future experiments exploring the face prototype effect may help address this issue.
Our results showing a robust prototype advantage over the studied faces in Experiments 1 and 2 agree with those from past studies (De Fockert & Wolfenstein, 2009; Solso & McCarthy, 1981; Wallis et al., 2008) , though some (Bruce et al., 1991; Cabeza et al., 1999) only found a marginal advantage. A potential explanation for the prototype advantage originates from the use of synthetic faces as a simplified type of face stimuli. The reduced face information could have impaired recognition of prototype and studied faces to different extents. Performance for studied synthetic faces could have been worse than what more realistic face stimuli would produce, but recognition of prototype synthetic faces could be less affected. However, studies that used photograph-quality face stimuli (De Fockert & Wolfenstein, 2009; Wallis et al., 2008 ) also found a sizeable prototype advantage as in our study. It is thus more likely that performance for prototype and studied faces was lowered at a similar scale even if synthetic faces were harder to discriminate than realistic faces. In addition, synthetic faces are treated much like realistic faces by the face-sensitive fusiform areas as they produced 84% as much fMRI activation as greyscale face photographs (Loffler et al., 2005) . A recent study (Freiwald, Tsao, & Livingstone, 2009 ) also showed that the macaque face-sensitive areas responded to featural and configural changes in schematic faces that were analogous to our manipulation of synthetic faces. Thus, synthetic faces are appropriate stimuli to study the face prototype effect. Wallis et al. (2008) advocated that the prototype advantage supports a face representation encoding a combination of abstract face features (e.g., subregions of a face) without the need of a metric encoding the geometric differences based on the landmarks of faces. They reasoned that a metric-based representation could hardly be fooled by the prototype, as some ''novel'' aspects of the prototype were not present in the faces studied. Our findings speak against this claim, as the prototype face falsely identified by our observers contained these so-called novel aspects that were in fact the average of the geometric features of eight studied faces. Our modelling results also demonstrate that a metric-based representation based on geometric features serves to explain the prototype advantage. Interestingly, the current study failed to demonstrate the prototype advantage when only part of the face (either head shape or internal features) was varied (Experiment 3). This is opposite to what Wallis et al. found. It is important to note that we do not argue against the role of abstract features in prototype formation, as various combinations of head shape and internal features (e.g., the principal components of faces) could be involved. Rather, our results indicate that a face metric centred at the learned prototype face is definitely involved in prototype abstraction.
We are the first to demonstrate a cross-view face prototype effect (Experiment 2), as the unseen prototype face was falsely recognized and averaged from faces all studied at another viewpoint. The prototype formation should have achieved viewpoint invariance so that the prototype face could be identified at an alternate viewpoint. In addition, we found a learning effect of studied faces in two out of three face cube conditions, indicating that individual faces were largely remembered and generalized across viewpoints. Nevertheless, the magnitude of the learning effect across views was diminished when compared to matching the same views as in Experiment 1. Such results probably reflect that matching faces across views is a more demanding task. In fact, Lee, Matsumiya, and Wilson (2006) estimated that the 75%-correct discrimination threshold of cross-view matching was approximately 10% head variation from the mean face, which almost doubled the 5-6% threshold for same-view matching. This also explains the failure to find a cross-view learning effect using the 10% mean face cube. Interestingly, prototype recognition was minimally affected by cross-view matching, again suggesting a crucial role of the prototype in face recognition.
Experiment 3 gave the first evidence that both head shape alone and internal features alone contributed to prototype formation. The capacity of prototype extraction by each face part is likely enabled by independent neural populations encoding head shape and internal features found in our laboratory Nichols, Betts, & Wilson, 2010) . The separate prototypes for each face part can then be combined to form the full face prototype. In addition, we showed that both head shape and internal features resulted in a prototype effect and a learning effect of similar magnitudes. The P&E model (Section 6) was fit to the data in order to evaluate how the fitted parameter values changed from those in Experiment 1. Note that the model also provided essentially perfect fits to the data here. (1) that the summed memory strengths P of the prototype will reduce more than S (studied exemplars) or D (distractors) when PT is decreased. Such changes in memory strengths agree with what the data show. Thus, the absence of a prototype advantage in Experiment 3 can be explained by the comparable memory strengths between the prototype and the exemplar (i.e., when the value of PT is close to 1). Given that performance for studied faces was similar in Experiments 1 and 3, we conclude that a weaker memory trace of the prototype was formed when only part of the face was varied during learning.
Although the face prototype effect was consistent across observers in Experiment 1, the prototype faces in Experiments 2 and 3 were correctly indicated as unseen by one or two observers in each experiment. Nevertheless, we found a learning effect of studied face exemplars despite a lack of the prototype effect, indicating that these observers indeed learned the faces as required. One explanation is that face prototype formation is not universal for the human species. However, the same observers in fact showed a prototype effect in other experimental conditions, indicating that everyone we tested could form face prototypes. In addition, the prototype effect was evident for all 16 observers in Experiment 1, a consistency that would be rather unlikely if a sizeable population were not capable of forming prototypes. A more plausible explanation is based on the experimental setup. It is probable that the false memory of a prototype, if formed, was weak given only 30.0-s exposure of each of the studied faces, such that it could not be reliably identified with a change in viewpoint (Experiment 2) or using information from only a part of the face (Experiment 3). Indeed, our modelling results showed that the prototype memory strength was weaker in Experiment 3 than in Experiment 1. It would be interesting to study further the strength of prototype face memory under such circumstances.
The current experiments illustrated that implicit face prototype formation is indeed a very robust memory formation process. A strong prototype effect was demonstrated despite using very different parameters for the studied faces. Notably, one of the geometric distances we used, 20% from mean, is in fact larger than the median population variation of 17.5%. We thus show that the prototype face can be averaged from very distinctive faces with even more pronounced features than those normally encountered in daily life. In conclusion, this study demonstrated a powerful capacity of implicit face prototype extraction.
